
WESAN ‘TO BE’ + PAST PARTICIPLE IN OLD DUTCH : FROM PAST TO

PRESENT

Summary: This paper provides an analysis of the temporal and aspectual evolution
of the Old Dutch construction wesan ‘to be’ + past participle. This
construction is traditionally understood as a passive present perfect. I
argue that this view is incorrect.Wesan ‘to be’ + past participle
originated as a passive past and only became a passive present perfect
in the 11th century.
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1. Introduction
The Old Dutch periphrastic construction wesan ‘to be’ + past participle (p.p.) is
traditionally understood as the passive counterpart of the active present perfect
construction hebon ’to have’ + p.p. This paper argues that this view is incorrect.
Wesan + p.p. was the passive preterit in the 9th century and only became the
counterpart of the active present perfect in the 11th century. I show that the reference
time (i.e. the Reichenbachian R) in the wesan + p.p. construction has shifted from
past in the 9th to present in the 11th century.

2. The traditional account: interlinearity
The oldest Old Dutch text (Wachtendonckse Psalmen, WP) is an interlinear translation
of the Latin psalms. In this text the active present perfect construction hebon ‘to have’
+ p.p. only occurs once. In contrast, the passive construction wesan ‘to be’ + p.p. is
frequently used. Traditionally, this numerical difference has been accounted for by the
interlinearity of the translation. Specifically, a synthetic active Latin perfect is
translated by a synthetic preterit, so the periphrastic present perfect does not occur.

(1) Latin: Deus, vitam meam annuntiavi tibi
Old Dutch: Got, lif min cundida thi

God life mine announced you
‘God, I declared my life to you.’ (WP 55, 9)

A Latin periphrastic passive perfect on the other hand is always translated by the
periphrastic construction wesan ‘to be’ + p.p.

(2) Latin: Cor meum conturbatum est in me
Old Dutch: Herta min gedruouit ist an min

heart mine grieved is on me
‘My heart was grieved’ (WP 54, 5)

However, the interlinearity explanation cannot account for the translation of the
periphrastic perfect of Latin deponent verbs. One would expect the periphrastic
present perfect to be used due to interlinearity, but still the synthetic preterit is used.

(3) Latin: Scrutati sunt iniquitatem
searched are injustice

Old Dutch: Undersuohton unreht
examined injustice
‘They examined injustice‘ (WP 63, 7)

3. The alternative analysis : Reference time & resultativity
As is well-known, time adverbials tend to modify the reference time (R) of an
utterance (Reichenbach 1966:293-294). Given that the Old Dutch present perfect can
co-occur with present time adverbials, I propose to analyze this tense as E_S,R
(following the Reichenbachean notation). Furthermore, I show that the present perfect
is always resultative, and hence, that it is restricted to events with an inherent
endpoint ending in a result (i.e. achievements and accomplishments following the



Dowty-Vendler categorisation.)

(4) An themo sconan gewidere so sin nu gewassen
on that beautiful weather so are now grown
flores virtutum
flowers honour’s
‘Because of the beautiful weather, have now the flowers of honour grown.’

In (4), R is simultaneous with S, because of the present time adverbial nu ‘now’.
Furthermore, it is resultative, as the event of the growth ends in the present result of
the flowers. Given that the Latin perfects found in the psalms are almost never
resultative, the present account explains the near-absence of the present perfect in the
Old Dutch translation of these psalms.
This does not hold for the 9th-century construction wesan ‘to be’ + p.p., however.

Firstly, it is not restricted to events with an inherent endpoint, which means that it is
not necessarily resultative. Secondly, R does not coincide with S. This is shown in (5),
where the wesan-construction is conjoined with a clause containing a simple past (cf.
Reichenbach 1966:293-294 coordination as a test to determine the value of R).

(5) Ertha irruort ist,
earth moved is,
geuuiso himela druppon fan antsceine godis
indeed heavens dripped of appearance god’s
‘The earth was moved, indeed, the heaven fell apart by the Lord’s appearance.’
(9th century Old Dutch)

The 11th-century wesan-construction on the other hand does fit the resultative pattern.
Moreover, in this case R coincides with S as can be deduced from the example in (6),
where the wesan-construction is conjoined with a present tense.

(6) Min wine is wiz ande rod,
my lover is white and red,
her is erwelet vone manigon thusendon.
he is chosen of many thousands.
‘My lover is white and red, he has been chosen among many thousands.’ (11th

century Old Dutch)

The data thus show that the Old Dutch wesan-construction (and more in particular its
reference time) has undergone a shift. It started off as a a passive past in the 9th

century and only evolved to a passive present perfect in the 11th century.

Conclusion and implications
The data show that an original passive preterit evolved to a passive resultative present
perfect. Time permitting, I show that the present account can be extended to earlier
Germanic (such as Gothic) as well as to closely related languages such as Old High
German and Old English.
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